KS2 The Sirens
Create Your Own Greek Monster

In Greek mythology, the Sirens were wicked, yet beautiful creatures. They lured sailors to their deaths by singing beautiful songs and playing enchanting music. Sometimes, they were said to be part bird/part woman. Some pottery shows Sirens as having wings and being able to fly. In some stories, they were described as being incredibly beautiful.

Design your own Greek monster. It could look like a beautiful human or your monster could look terrible, just like the things they do. They might have multiple heads or lots of arms. They could live in a cave, isolated from people, or they could roam the streets of ancient Greece, causing chaos wherever they go. Does your creature enjoy doing terrible things or do they wish they could change? Draw your monster in the space below and add labels to explain more.

Challenge!

Can you write a description of your monster? Remember to use a wide vocabulary and include lots of descriptive language.